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Hon‟ble Federal Secretary 
Distinguished Panelists 
Ladies & Gentlemen! 
 

I am most grateful to Dr. Davies and Dr. Sohail Malik for giving me the privilege of 

speaking before this distinguished gathering. The topic Putting the Community at the 

Centre, let me confess right away, is not my idea. It was long time ago Abraham Lincoln 

defined Democracy as OF the people, BY the people FOR the people. Generally most 

of the countries professing Democracy adhere to only BY the people and FOR the 

people. The OF the people is more often ignored than put into practice. Democracy BY 

the people stops at Elected Institutions which at best can only claim representative 

participation on behalf of the people. Democracy FOR the people is professed by NGOs 

which at best can claim working for the good of the people. But where are the people at 

large, the silent majority, who truly give practical shape to Democracy OF the people. 

Without Institutions OF the People, like Institutions of Elected Bodies or Institutions of 

the NGOs, the Democracy OF the People is only a meaningless phrase with no voice of 

the masses in decision making in their own development, at the grassroots. Even 

Lincoln had put OF the People as number one in his phrase. 

 

I would have probably never understood the nuances of the phrase Lincoln coined to 

define Democracy, having got into the elite Civil Service of Pakistan sixty years ago. I 

thought I have achieved the goal of my life with a lifelong career fully chalked out. Man 

proposes God disposes and I happened to meet a visionary, when serving as Assistant 

Commissioner in the then East Pakistan in 1959. This was Akhter Hameed Khan (AHK), 

who resigned from the prestigious Indian Civil Service in the heydays of the British 
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Empire. When I asked him why did he resign? Was he disillusioned by the Colonial 

administration? He confessed he learnt a great deal about good and efficient 

administration and bringing peace in the lives of the people through an efficient law and 

order administration but the British had no solution to rural poverty. It is in search of this 

solution, he resigned and tried to experience poverty to find a solution by becoming an 

apprentice to a locksmith but to no avail and in disgust returned to Bengal where he had 

served as an ICS Officer and was now East Pakistan. His old colleagues were now in 

high positions such as Chief Secretary, who called him and said “Akhter you are a fool 

but a good fool”. Why don‟t you become Director of the newly established Pakistan 

Academy for Rural Development based in Comilla and continue your search for solution 

of rural poverty. That is when I met AHK in 1959. 

 

Before joining the Academy, he along with the newly inducted faculty members of the 

Academy, spent a year at the Michigan State University. AHK being a vociferous reader 

devoured all the literature on rural poverty reduction and came to the conclusion that 

world experience of the last over hundred years, be it 19th century Europe, Japan or 

Taiwan‟s Joint Commission for Relief and Reconstruction, Chinese Communes or 

Israeli Kibbutz, there was a common thread of fundamental principles of subsistence 

holders development which were enunciated by Raiffeisen of Germany in 1849 i) 

organization with genuine and honest leadership; ii) generating capital through a 

discipline of savings and iii) upgrading human skills. This distillation of the experience of 

the world became Academy‟s Conceptual Package for pulling out rural poor out of 

morass of poverty. AHK would say these principles of development are as precise as 

the law of gravity and going against them is like building crooked walls, which 

unfortunately, he lamented Third World countries excel in. 

 

I was able to absorb these principles under AHK‟s tutelage from 1959 to 1999, who 

used to say: 

 

“What my sneering friends dismissed as my charisma was an acquired skill, a 

skill acquired after a long period of apprenticeship under British, Gandhian and 
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American masters, a skill further sharpened by the study of many successful 

models in other countries – Germany, Japan, Yugoslavia, China, India and Israel. 

I never felt ashamed of long and multiple discipleship. I never pretended to be an 

original thinker”. 

 

Firstly, in Comilla, thereafter in 1972-75 in Daudzai, an action research project on the 

pattern of Comilla at Pakistan Academy for Rural Development (PARD), Peshawar and 

finally from 1982-1994 at the Aga Khan Rural Support Programme (AKRSP) in Gilgit, 

Baltistan and Chitral, I did not try to reinvent the wheel and followed Raiffeisen‟s 

Conceptual Package as learnt from AHK, in letter and spirit, without any deviation and 

evolved Programme Packages according to local conditions. However, in each case, 

community was the centerpiece. The Aga Khan Foundation (AKF) Geneva, who were 

the founders of AKRSP persuaded the Operations Evaluation Division (OED) of the 

World Bank to undertake periodic assessment of AKRSP.  

 

In the meanwhile in 1991, SAARC Heads of State set up an Independent South Asia 

Poverty Alleviation Commission (ISAPAC) to make recommendations for alleviation of 

poverty in the Region by 2002. Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif nominated me on the 

Commission. After deliberating over a year and visiting most of the SAARC countries, 

the Commission submitted an overarching recommendation to the SAARC Summit in 

1993 held at Dhaka saying Social Mobilisation, namely fostering institutions of the rural 

people, should be the centerpiece for all poverty reduction strategies of SAARC states. 

In 1992, under orders of the Prime Minister, fully supported by the Finance Minister 

Sartaj Aziz, on my receipt of the Magsaysay Award from President of Philippines, a 

National Rural Support Programme (NRSP) was set up with funding from Government 

of Pakistan to replicate AKRSP countrywide. The Poverty Commission specifically 

commended the NRSP model to SAARC States and recommended an agenda for 

action asking Governments of South Asia to take a lead role to support financially and 

administratively the establishment of independent non-governmental and national level 

support mechanisms to catalyse formation of organizations. 
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I got my first opportunity to put these principles in practice through courtesy of His 

Highness the Aga Khan who asked me to implement the Aga Khan Rural Support 

Programme (AKRSP) in Gilgit, Baltistan and Chitral. 

 

I still vividly remember the bitterly cold December in 1982 when I drove 600 kilometers 

from Islamabad to Gilgit on a borrowed jeep. This was the beginning of the Aga Khan 

Rural Support Programme (AKRSP) and forging of partnerships over the next twelve 

years with a million people in one of the most inhospitable and harshest terrain 

anywhere in the world. I brought them a simple message but time tested from the days 

of Raiffeissen in Germany and Nineteenth Century Europe followed by Japan, Taiwan, 

Comilla in the then East Pakistan and South Korea‟s Samual Undong. This was a 

message of partnership in Development. AKRSP was not there to listen to their 

demands, needs and problems and offer solutions. AKRSP offered them only a 

methodology, an approach and social guidance to overcome their handicaps 

themselves. The villagers used to look at me with disbelief. A programme bearing the 

name of one of the richest person in the world not willing to solve their problems and 

asking them to do things first. I explained this is a partnership which entails obligations 

on both sides and unless the community was prepared to fulfil its obligations how can 

the partnership be formed? Many were impatient and would pester me to tell them what 

was the limit to which the Programme would help them if they accepted the terms of 

partnership and my simple response used to be your limit is our limit. Whatever the 

community can do or was willing to do was the programme limit. 

 

I was very happy when the approach was reinforced by the first World Bank 

Assessment of AKRSP in 1987 saying that the first four years of AKRSP are the missed 

four years of most rural development projects in the world where blueprint took 

precedence over a process approach. AKRSP did not go to the communities with a pre-

conceived package and left it to each community to identify their potential not only as 

community but also at household level. 
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In 2011 in London when in my meeting with Lord Black, Executive Director of the Daily 

Telegraph, I explained the strategy of Social Mobilisation, he observed you succeeded 

because you did not plan. I clarified Yes, I did not plan, I allowed the communities to 

plan. 

 

I have seen people coming out of poverty with my own eyes and smiles on their faces 

instead of abstruse statistics.  

 

The one million people I worked with for 12 years in Northern Areas of Pakistan through 

the Aga Khan Rural Support Programme reinforced my conviction of the tremendous 

potential and willingness in people to do many things themselves to come out of 

poverty. All that they needed was a support organisation to help them unleash their 

potential. Once organised the men and women took their destiny in their own hands. 

They knew what would bring them out of poverty. It reminded me what Michelangelo 

used to say, on being praised “I have done nothing David was hidden in the marble. I 

only removed the superfluous material covering it”. 

 

They planted 50 million trees on land brought under irrigation range, generated about 

six megawatts of electricity through village built and managed mini-hydels 

acknowledged as the biggest concentration of community managed micro hydro 

projects anywhere in the world. 

 

In agriculture, horticulture and livestock, the organized communities made quantum 

jump in introducing and later marketing apple varieties from California and cherries from 

France.  Their apricot is picked up by a London buyer from the farm gate at Gilgit. 

 

Their initiative in protecting wildlife in collaboration with IUCN and WWF has given rich 

dividends sharing 25% of the proceeds of trophy hunting with the Government Wildlife 

Department. The tourists can now watch ibex, markhor and sometimes even the snow 

leopard from the roadside. They earned me The World Conservation Medal from the 

Duke of Edinburgh as International President of WWF. 
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On one of my visits to Northern Areas I went to a village Ahmedabad where 30 years 

ago I had gone sitting in a basket pulled across the river as there was no bridge on the 

river. The village with 110 households was totally isolated although the Karakorum 

Highway from Islamabad to Kashghar in China, passed by it. The village had no access, 

no road, no school, no health facility, no potable drinking water and no electricity. Today 

it has everything. These people would never have been touched by any growth strategy 

or macro planning. They needed a development strategy which involved each and every 

household in the development process. Unfortunately this is what our macro planners 

fail to comprehend. When I asked them what was the secret of their success, their 

spontaneous response was “we got organised”. The village roads were marked with 

dust bins and environment was litter free.  

 

According to second World Bank evaluation of AKRSP, in ten years the income of the 

people of Northern Areas had in real terms more than doubled. 

 

In 1994, when UNDP asked me to take lessons learnt in Northern Areas of Pakistan to 

South Asia to operationalize the recommendation of the Poverty Commission to put 

Community in the Centre, India being the largest country in the region it was the 

greatest challenge to South Asia Poverty Alleviation Programme (SAPAP) and to me 

personally as a Pakistani to make a difference to the lives of women and their 

households there. My apprehensions were baseless. The people of Andhra Pradesh 

and the State Government welcomed me with open arms and treated me with 

unforgettable kindness, hospitality and affection and continues to do so. 

 

In Andhra Pradesh, I was told that after 7 years almost 75% of the organised 

households had risen above the subsistence level. When I doubted this statement, the 

women insisted on taking me to their homes. I visited a number of houses which I had 

visited on my first visit in 1995 which had barely any amenities of life available. I was 

wonderstruck to find modern amenities like TV, telephone, toilets etc., in the houses. In 

one house, I did not see TV and I asked the lady if she had been left behind others. She 
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asked me to visit her backyard where more than 35 goats were standing. She explained 

her children are young and unlike other children, do not insist on going to neighbours to 

see the TV. Hence she made her choice of preferring goats to TV. This reminded me of 

Nobel Laureate Amartya Sen‟s book “Development As Freedom.”  

 

One of the important outcomes of mobilised communities in Andhra has been the 

adoption of Community Managed Sustainable Agriculture (CMSA) to date adopted by 

over 2 million farmers. It has enabled the poor to break out of the exploitative relations 

with the money lenders, fertilizer and pesticides traders. By 2014, Society for 

Elimination of Rural Poverty (SERP) of Andhra Pradesh had taken it to 12 million acres 

covering 60% of the cultivable area of the State. The environmental benefits of CMSA 

are enormous. It will convert the State into a “green State” with impact on climate 

change and global warming. However, the main motivation for the poor for adopting 

these practices is the quantum jump in their net incomes. The lesson is that however 

good the technology may be, without peoples involvement through their strong 

grassroots institutions, it will remain in the laboratories and universities. We need a 

people centred solution to food security and climate change. 

 

For grassroots rural communities to mobilise in Institutions of the People, „external 

resources‟ include the support from and ownership by the state government, as 

manifested in the establishment of an independent organization to manage the 

programme. This official patronage by the state government enabled it to draw upon the 

resources of the central government, including the National Bank for Agriculture and 

Rural development (NABARD), which recognized the potential of the self-help groups 

(SHGs) to channel credit to hitherto unreachable groups. This confidence in the 

effectiveness of the model led to support by the World Bank, as a result of a visit by the 

then World Bank Vice President Mieko Nishimizu, to Andhra Pradesh at the invitation of 

the state government in 1999. After a first-hand introduction to the work of  SHGs in 

Kurnool district, Dr. Nishimizu stated publicly to state government representatives that 

she had seen „UNDP‟s Miracle‟ and was confident that the World Bank would be willing 

to support the scaling up of the programme to a statewide level. She wrote to me: 
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“I have just returned to Washington and did not want my time to pass on by 

before sending you a note of deep appreciation for making my dream visit to AP 

possible. 

 

Every time I visit South Asia, I learn and grow as a professional. But the visit to 

India with you was extraordinary in many ways. I gained invaluable insights into 

foundations of poverty alleviation as an economist and a development banker. I 

feel I also grew a little wiser perhaps as a human being. That fire in my belly is 

definitely back again and so are the stars in my eyes. It was one of those trips, I 

wished never to end and felt as if I lived a thousand lives now that it has ended. I 

do not know how to thank you enough. Thank you all the same from the bottom 

of my heart and with my soul”. 

 

I must make particular mention of the enlightened leadership provided by the Indian 

Minister of Rural Development, Jairam Ramesh. Of the national politicians, he was the 

first to recognize the potential of what was being done in Andhra and gave it his full 

support. He also institutionalized the replication of the programme through the National 

Rural Livelihoods Mission (NRLM) with World Bank support of US$ 1 billion out of US$ 

5.1 billion. The World Bank acclaims it as the largest poverty reduction programme in 

the world.  

 

NRLM aims to cover 6,000 Blocks, 700,000 Villages in the next five to seven years. It is 

addressing the challenges of convergence with elected local (Panchayati Raj) 

institutions and the government departments besides NGOs. He publically 

acknowledged Pakistan‟s contribution in the following words: 

 
“ Shoaib Sultan Khan pioneered the concept through his landmark Aga Khan Rural Support 
Programme (AKRSP) in Pakistan …… 
 

With the support of UNDP, he introduced the concept of poverty 

reduction through community organisations through South Asia Poverty 

Alleviation Programme (SAPAP) in India and other South Asian 

Countries. The Pilot initiative of SAPAP led to a full-fledged programme 
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based on the principles of development through community organisation 

under the Society for Elimination of Rural Poverty (SERP) in Andhra 

Pradesh with the support of World Bank. The project has seen the 

journey of over ten million organized households from despair to hope, 

from diffidence to confidence, from subjugation to empowerment in last 

decade. The spirit of community empowerment has continued to thrive in 

India since then … and thus has much to benefit from Shoaib Khan‟s 

vision and efforts”.. 

  

Recall that the Pakistan rural support programmes are older than the Indian 

programmes by at least a decade. These programmes are widely acknowledged to be 

highly successful, and in fact provided the model and the inspiration for the Indian 

programme. Yet, it must be admitted that the Indian programme, especially the one in 

Andhra Pradesh has been able to go beyond its source of inspiration in terms of 

coverage as well as achievements. Why has this been the case? 

 

First, it is clear that long-term political commitment and support for the strategy of social 

mobilization in India has helped achieve miraculous results. The fact that this support 

was able to transcend a major political transition is most exemplary. Poverty eradication 

is a common political agenda and should unite rather than divide political protagonists. 

 

Second, because of the political support and ownership, India has been able to build a 

top class pool of professionals largely from government, whose commitment, dedication 

and sensitivity towards plight of the poor made a success of the programmes. 

 

Third, the sustained governmental support has also translated into a cascading of 

institutional development. Unlike Pakistan, NRLM is a mainstream programme of 

Government of India, which can nurture and invest in state programmes. This provides 

it both legitimacy and viability. 

 

In Pakistan, it was only Prime minister Nawaz Sharif in 1992 who made a commitment 

to a countrywide long term commitment to fostering Institutions of the People. Fate did 

not give him a chance to fulfill his vision. Thereafter, short term ad hoc support to 

putting community in the Centre happened and a serious attempt was again made in 
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1999 by setting up Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund (PPAF) by the government 

seeking resources from the World Bank, actively supported by Vice President 

Nishimizu. This step, again of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif‟s government, gave a life 

line to fostering Institutions of the People through Rural Support Programmes. But for 

PPAF, social mobilisation organizing communities would have been extinguished. 

However, PPAF was so resource constrained that RSPs could not achieve more than 

20 to 25% footprint in the country unlike AKRSP which achieved a 90% mobilisation of 

communities. In 2004 Pakistan Development Forum, World Bank Country Director John 

Wall offered full support for fostering Institutions of the Rural People on the lines of 

AKRSP countrywide. The offer was not taken up by the government of the day. 

 

It was Government of Sindh Chief Minister Syed Qaim Ali Shah who in 2009 provided 

resources to Sindh Rural Support Organisation (SRSO) to mobilize communities in two 

districts later extended to another three. The results of the social mobilisation approach 

in Sindh implemented by National Rural Support Programme (NRSP), Sindh Rural 

Support Organisation and Thardeep Rural Development Programme (TRDP), all 

members of Rural Support Programmes Network (RSPN), persuaded European Union 

to offer Government of Sindh development funds to replicate Social Mobilisation in 8 

districts, if the provincial government will take up the remaining districts in its Annual 

Development Plan. The Chief Minister has accepted the offer. Hopefully Sindh will be 

the first province in Pakistan which in next five years would have a critical mass of 

Institutions of the People.  EU also supported Social Mobilisation in many Union 

Councils of Malakand Division of Khyber Pukhtunkhwa and in few Union Councils of 

four districts of Baluchistan. 

 

I am waiting for the day when Federal and other Provincial Governments will emulate 

example of the Province of Sindh, and a donor like European Union would be there to 

facilitate their efforts. 


